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Foreword

.,

,

Lifelong learning'is a fact. Learning is an activity that is going on
every day throughout the life of every American. When we try
something about it chances are we might hinder rather th
unles3 we think through very carefully what our ultimate o
are when we deal livith such a concept.

'Lifelong learning is a lot like walking. Almost everyone doe
some degree of success. Most of us find out about walking during
infancy, and from the first hesitant steps proceed to devel6p our
abilities to a high degree of skill throughout our youth and young
adulthood. Just as we begin.to think we have mastered the art of
walking, our bodies send 'us new signals. We grow old, we slow
down, and we discover that we keep on changing physicalry7 This,
we continue the learning experiences related to walking throughout
oui!'lives.

Isn't this what we mean by lifelong learning? No one Byer stops
learning. We may slow down, stimble, or need 'to Sit- and rest from
time to time, but we continue to discover learning needs all along. It
is a natural undertaking, as difficult to ignore as the desire to keep
on walking. ,

It is possible to prevent people from walkingwe all recognize
that. We can build' steps too high to climb, make slopes too steep to
go down, and we can build wall and barriers too extensive to/walk
around. We tend not to make too any mistakes like this biicause we
like to think such things through fore we construct them. We lay a
sidewalk with line and level because we recognize that we are going-
to put it there in order to provide service and support and an easier
way to get froni one place to another. .

Perhaps-tbis Lis playing the 'analogy out too lbng, but we should
consider it seriously when we discuss lifelong learning. We must
think more carefully about the routes we build and the barriers we
erect to, learriing. Like walking, lifelong learning is something we

iii .:
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really .dinnot "do something abdut" until we get our line and level _J

and thin)t through' what it is we are going to build. , A

What wemust be,olicerned with is making sure that evelyone
every individual in Our societyhas the opportuhity to engage in
learning throughout 'the lifespan We need to recog,ilize that al-

'though learning is something all'oLus do, it is not something all o?

do equally well or tvith equal opportunity. Here is where publit
po icy issues arise and '(itiestions need answering.

Access to learning over the lifespan is a growing concern and a real

one. We have intuitively recognized the. fact of lifelong learning all
along, but it is only now that this concept is generating a significant

0 public' converksation. We \need to find out what ,the policy implications

of that cOnvirsation might be. The Bureau of,Occupational and
Adult Education (BOAS), in the U8. Office of Education, has been

concerned for several years 'now that, on the Federal level at least,

our thinking and talkingi'aliout the,concept,of lifelong learning,. the
possible programs which might flow from such a concept, and the

ways in which we might itnpletinent those programs should be a con-
.

versation that is focused and explicit. This publication is an outcome

of that concern.
'In 1975, we brought together a groilp of:advisers, representative

of a wide array of interests and backgrounds in our society, to assist

this Burdu in its atteinipt t4 focus on the issues, policiei, and possi-

ble programs for providiiio- lifelong learning opportunities for
Americans. One result of the itteedrigs was encouragemem for die
Bureati,to ask a' number of recognized experts to provide informa-

tion and background delcribing The state-Of-the-art or education,
particularly adult education, in this country. These manuscripts and
studies were received in the fall of 1975 ,and represented a vast and

impressive amount of information.
Such a large lxxit of material required synthesis so that it could be

usefteo' the progress of hur ongoing conversation about lifelong
learning. Jartles Br9schart, a fellow from the Institute for Education=

al, Leadership detailed to the BOAE's'Divisipn of Adult Education,
undertook this tasks t

We are eery pleased to have an opporttinity to share this work

with a more general audience. until now ou'r own' discusZi

been largely an "in-house affair. We feel it is time to solicit reactions
and invite comments from educators, policymakers, and learners
throughout the society. Lifelong learning is a public concern, and it

deserves a widespread public forum

July 1976

William F. Pierce
Deputy Commissioner-
Bureau of Occupational

and Adult Education
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This publication presents an osersiess of adult education in the
Unit d States, based on information

and
a sariets . of expert

wso es. The litneau-of Occupational and Adult Education (BOAE)
requested a set of studs c it,ctiments to aid in des eloping position
strement5 that reflected the Bureau's %less of the chief issues siir-,
rounding the cot ept of lifelong le<trning. This presentation also
gives the, BOAF an opportunity to expi ess its comet us about public
pqlicy issues at I then implications for adult learning.

This synthesis s an attempt,,,to draw tygelher the content .of the'se'

Rather; is
It is not a draft position paper fot: the Bureau.

,. ,
Rather; t e ire t s to proside a manageable and accurate portrayal
of the massise set of studs naterials These documents,' user a thou-
sand pages, /addressed in detail and in depththe follossing broad
topics.

'I An oversiess of the state of adult lear?ing in the United States
today

II. Evaluation of the benefits of rdult learning.
III: Projections of. wirestimates'fOr, future needs of American

society and the implications foi adult learning.
IV Assessments of the idajor problirts confrontwg

learners.
today's. adult

We nave undertaken tONreport on the total at ras, of documents re-
questsd b57 the Bureau 16 examine the afoiementioned topics To
support this discussion we hase extrapolated from the manusciipts
and included, a topical outline of the "State of the Art"' of- adult
learning today as the appendix.

We haveadrawn-oti' all the, materials for information relevant to
three prod areas of investigation. (I) The Adult Learner, (2) --fhe
CooteRt for learning, and (3) Lifelong Leal ning A Cotceptual
t`aFme:

.%
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To accomplish this, ,we nixed and. matched information from the

documents and extracted statements from the work of their various
,writers. Inevitably, the intended use of each study's original context
has been impaired by this approach. The purpose was to pull togeth-

er information from these various and broad sources into a some-
' what abbreviated format. Also,--the intent ,ryas to abstract from the

documents those pieces of information..which might elicit wide re-
sponse. Since the audience for this essay is a group of professionals e

'whose reactions are sought because we share a comipon concern for

the concept of lifelong learning, it is hoped that our response's will,
in turn. provide an additional source for assessment and analysis of
future public policy :for lifelong learning.

One outcome of this effort to synthe§ize such diverse information
should be noted. It is 'that few exp6rts whose work was requested

4

agree on certain ba4jc usages, including the definition of key terms
for this discussion. Many of the writers differ over the conceptual

base for the field of adult edutationi' Some of the writers also use the
term- "lifelong le and address the concepts,underlying such a

phrase; again, they differ' and often disagree about the meaning to
be ascribed to this term and to this area of professional concern.

The chief caution to be considered, based on this examination of

the study documents, is that future developments will be difficult if

present disagreemei;is ap6ng the experts persist. The road ahead
for adult education and for the emerging concept of lifeIng learn-

s
ing.is-,still unmapped; it would seem that a necessary first step along,
that road,would be tct develop generally acceptable common terms
that would enable us to work toward constructing a conceptyl
frame within' which both adult education and lifelong learning can

relate.

v
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J. The Nib lic Policy Issues

What at the, public polies oil ei us for the deselopmeut of a con-
cept of lifelong learning?

In itself, a first-order concern for poliomakers'is whether it is
in the public interest to conceptualise around a term such as
Lifelong learning" at all What are the implications in respect

to already existing public policies foi education and feat ning?
Can a concept of -lifelotig feat Mug lead to piogiams which will
hell') resolve national pi oblems? If so, %%111(11 problems and to
what extelit? Just as impoitarit, what problems ate not likeh
to be insceptible to solution b% these means?
Is it mitre important to address other public issues and prop

.
. leins at this t.ime

What is the responsibility and 01 tole of goYernment at all le--
els, both in supporting a concept of lifelong 1c:dining and in
implemeining this «incept through plow am des elopment and ,
delherv?
Who is the client who %%mild benefit from lifelvg learning?
What are the client's'.%%ants.and needs? Are these detei mined,
bs indniduals, by social groups, bs experts, or by officialsiK
What programs and policies, both uc« andaheady developed,
would best implement.a «maw of lifelong leainjng?
What delher% systems are most appropriate to summit those

,piogiams?
Hot' can access 1)% the indkidual to oppoi amities foi 14(.104
learning b6 developed, 01 «rationed. 01 assuied?,What_is the
relations,Itip among access to foimal, nonfonnal, and informal
education and learning?" ,
What is the role of gmerw.DZInt, educational establishments
and agencies, and other institutions at national, State, and lo-,
cal le%els in both program developmein and de,lkery senice?
What is the role of sectors as business, industr%, labor, media,
and other prisate enter wise?
....ow can piogiams that implement «incepts of lifelong teat !l-
ing be financed What at e the issues and implications for
funding strategies c g . indkidual entitlements and the like?

/0
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Should program deVelopment for lifelong. learning be con-
cerned with such issues as the transitions from youth to the
successive stages of 4dulthoN and old age? The relationships
among generations, family and community life? Life
and work? Work and `education?

i To what extent, if any should accreditation, certification, eval-
uation, and reciprocity be policy (issues for lifelong, learning?
At what level(s) should they arise? ,

, How.should the intereses of both ';consumers"-and "providers"
be protected? What are these interests?
What are the special needs of minorities and the disadvan-

'N, taged? Should these be met by special, programs and policies?
Is there a way of constructing a concept or lifelong leariling---
and conceivin programs to implement itthat serves the to-
tal popula of the Nation? °

.. - , , .

:- This list of policyissues is admittedly the tip of the iceterg What
lies beneath t e surface?

L.
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Ii. -The Adult Learnei
.7/

At the outset let us distinguish the adult as a person wlui is oscf
the age of 16 mid is likely to hale social toles and responsibilities

, different from youth cif children. If the adult N not emolled formal-
ly as a full -time student in an educational institution this indiyidual
typically has multiple pursuits inyoking work, family, community,
and indiyidual intiests Thus, adults hale economic, domestic, and
yitizefiship vequirtmentc which claim then time and attention

These two aspectstime and attention ;fie uncial when we add
the dimension of leaf ing to an adult's general iespon§ihilifies. We

...thereby generate specific and significant new conditions for !canting
which differ frsm,those of children .uxf')oruh. These new conditions
are not only function of the .aYailabilitY of time and attention, they
are also a iesult of the self-siew which an adult holds .

-The,characteristics of the adult learner, genet ally speaking, cm be
grouped into foul categoi ies (akei. Brunnei, 1959) They furnish us
with a general vieW of the adult as a leafiiing,indiyidual:.

,(1) The self-concept (21 an adult as an indiyidual has shifted
from a dependent toward a self-direA ted view. Hence, ac-.
Cording to Brunner, Icarnung situations- wot k best for an
adult when time is a mutual teacher learner responsibility
f6t* eY ablation of educational needs, setting'goals, fOrmulat-
ing objectives, and evaluating successes.
(2). e the adult has a reservoir of life experiences, new
leafhing should use methods and techniques for building on
these..txperiences .1.143e1ole, a shift away. from traditional
transmittal' techniquesleceure, assigned reading, and the

lr.. likeis called for; instead, action-learning techniques of case
\ method, critical incident processing...disussion, snutilations,

and projects are apt to be more frtutful to the adult !earlier.
, (3) An adult's readiness to learn is almost alwajil coincident

with his immediate deYeloprnental task in respect to role-and
responsibilities, as compared to the younger learner's inclina-

3 .
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lion to relate learning to self development and the discovery
of 'personal identity.

. (4) Consequently, the orient rim to learvg differs with the
adult in that his &sire to 1 arn is directly related to imme-
diate application. There is A present orientation rather Chap

.the more youthful orientation toward the future This im-
plies that a shift from a.subject-centered focus to a problem--
centered viewpoint is appropriate for the adult. Life prob-
lems take a precedence ovet learning patterns involving logi-
cal subject development.

.t

(Hom Brunner, ibia.)"
Howevei much these tenets ate open to investigation and debate,

the leSrning theory and educational methodology. which 'has been
des eloped on the basis of,these pet (cis ed characteristics of the learn-
ing adult has been gisen the name andiagogs,,,to distinguish this
body of theory from molt traditional pedagogs.-European insestiga-
tors, I particular-IN in Yugoslasia, Germans, and the Scandinavian
countries, hale been largely tesnsible fot articulating the emerg,
Mg concept of andrargs in tesearch and literature generated over
the past halCcenniry (Knowles, 1969). -

It is saltiable to examOte these andragogical requirements and
measure them against the Orimary tenets of the two dominant learning
theories and educatiotral methodologies in contemporary eduCation.
humanism and behasienism Ben thoulh eonceptualiration around
the field of andragogy has not yet gained widespread acceptance in
this country, some ,met is an Ceseareh tends to support the preced-
ing analysis by !mos iding us with resealing data on the characteristics
of the adult learner in respect, to both humanistic and behavioristic
practices (c.f. Bonner, et al, 1974).

ME'DEFINITIONS OF LEARNING

Learning can be understood tel sighifs in its.Broadest_sense_as
.

theprocess by which an activity orifAinates or is changed
through reacting to an encountered situation, prosided that the
change cannot be explained on the basis of reflexes, instincts,
maturation, or tem.porars states of the organism such as fatigue
or drugs.. . '

(Hilgard, 1956)

This broad uniserse of activities which i titiate and support change
n the organism eNclusise of growth (where behasior matures

througlin stages irrespectise of intersening practice) might be usefully
diagramed in the chart on page i

Ka-

Referring to the eategolies des( tibed in the "human leaf Wing"
chart, we can (indict distinguish deliber, tc, !canting from random
!canting_ Alan Fotigh (1973) can elesc1i leatning slightly mole
ciarrowly than I hIgald by tele:ming to delil ato9t ojc4 N

4
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taN) Some kat rung !note( is ate ellints to gain ne knots ledge,
insight, of undtstandmg Otheis C atten)pts to 11111)10N c one'sskill or AnAtfoimalicct, or to flange one's- attitudes of emotional
I ac non,

(buss Tough', uniel se of ktai !ling c\( cgoi .A, -Random
Leal 11111g: sshilc t claming all odic' subsets of the leaf ning unkerse

Roget De(-.tom (1(17-) establishes a bload !itemise shich cuts the
Tough ininetse into tso pants It is that most !canting a« mutilates
from out sails e\petiem., mediated tht 1)110 pelsonal intelimions
ith fatnik and hiends ui local «inte\ts (categoi hoeer,

inam important lealmnkneeds methods %%ith siructmal
,g caller rem . some' for in of InstI tii( lion, and a (oos(mos

planning fot (minium% Snuctut, planning,. and purpose ma% he
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Inthis"lattet set, Statile\ \loses (197")) Is concerned %%id' separat-
ing the educational "Cote,- of those for mal pnnitnS, secondail md
postsecondat edwanotial institutions (subcategoues (.1 and Co)
Nhullate based .upow a« teditanon and cumulatic credentialing,
ft oni tine educational "I'yipliet" %hic h includes those instiumonalls
delis ct ed educational sets it es t haP has c little 01 no requirements for
a«ess based upon pilot ac hies merit on uedentials-(sulicategol (.).
For -Moses, the «minium of ( (He education is either sequential (CI)
or it Is recurtent-((.2), but m cutlet caw It leads to some form of
recognition based on ymiulation of eduCational expeitences (certifi-
cations' and (iegtecs) Penplict al education Is 1101 (unnulatisC and
does not lead'to recognised bums of <Iedenttals

We can tqadik sec as mt mine timing!) these definitionsand
«mrpare them against the clitt that the emphasis both implicitly
and e\plicith has `hated tinald hrtitutiOns antl ass as fr6In indIVI-
dtlaIN from leaining umaid schooling. In remit decades we base
«ite n think of education, espei talk ill the mode of schooling, as

holl ieplesentatise of legitimate kat lung Catewnics Ch C, and
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hhve come to represent, for man'y of qs, the understood universe

of learning.
Warren Ziegler (1975) reminds us that there is an absencei`n most

of our discussions of any clear distinction between learning and edu-

cation. Since, as he observes, we are charged with aiding in the for-

mulation of a concept of lifelong learning and not one of lifelong

education, we should seek to be careful in preserving this crucial dis-

tinction. Hopefdlly, the schematic which we have utilized will aid us
. .

: Accounting for self-directed learning (category D),' family and so:

cially directed learning (B), and perhaps even aspects .of random

learning (A) may become a necessary element of our considerations

of policies in support of learning which is to be lifelong. For exam-

ple, if we confine ourselves to discussing the delivery systeMsneces-

sary to service ,the learning activities deicribed by Moses in his Core/

.Periphery (C1, C9, C3) we can talk usefully:, about feasible ways to

bring instructional materials and providing agents together with
learners in some identified setting. However, if our concern shift's

from education to learning we may also shift the focus of our discus-

ssion and concentra instead, say, upon ways in which we might

make the conditions of lire such that learning experiences are facili-

tated and impediments to learning are removed. This form of dis.-

cession spay not involve the delivery of anything at all except "elbow-

row" and a guarantee of
Thus, it becomes highly significant to take up as a first-order ques-

tion: What are we talking Abut, when we initiate a conversation

around the term "lifelong learning?" Then, hOw much of the uni-

verse of learning is it necessary, for us tkconsider?

One tactic might be to enlarge the scdpe of the concept of "educa-

tion" to include other sectors beyond the present onessay into the

realms of self-directed, family, and socially directed learning. This

Woad exeend institutional control, and would enable us to exert that

corollary to control accountability. In fact, we can detect movement.

in this direction already. with such devices as the creation of recogni-

tion of life experiences through assessment for credit. In this present

era, such a broadening sof oversight and purview is both attractive

and legitimate.
On the other hand, we might argue . the alternative tactic:

considering the legitimacy of learning as a spontaneous 'undertaking

which has its own internal mechanisms for achieving balance and set -

ting levels of fulfillment. This would mean contracting the educa-

tional establishmentgetting "out of the way" of learning. We see
.

contemporary advocates of a deschooled society, present both rea-

soned and impassioned arguments for. this outcome, ranging all the

away' from burning down the schoolhouses to dismantling them care-

fully enough to save the bricks. 0



Or, wenight simply recognize that educa. tion is something other
than learning, and that th\ former is a subset of a larger universe.
We might go a step beyOnd this and recognize the legitimacy of
learningCand 5piclilate about ways to give 'it a status equivalent. to
that traditionally accorded education,'especially schooling.

This third option is one which we might look at hard and thought-
fully, because it may be, the one with the most immediate positive
impact. The formulation of public policy at the national level, which
recognizes learning at a worthwhile undertakidg throughout the life-
span, is clearly necessary. ,The trick is how to develop the support.
for this undertaking that will neither destroy America's present sys-
tem of education nor create a new, larger system of coerced learning
as a prerequisite for full participation in work and community:

- THEORIES OF LEARNING

Learning theory and research is a rich, complex field and we can
readily recognize that it is one caught up in change and revision as
new investigations proceed. It can be touched upon only briefly
here. The level of our interest is, at best, an acknowledgment that
this field of endeavor is a basic and necessary part Of our conversa-

dion and requires serious consideration if our attention is to be
drawn to learning as it occurs aver the tifespan. As we know, there
are two essentially broad areas of speculation about human learning
which.today have widespread currency: Humanism and Behavior-
ism.

Humanistic theories of learning develop around a central concept
of the individual who is in control of his on learning behavior. The
theOrists who speak to this view sPecifj, internal controls as primary,
over external influences such as environment, schooling and teach-
ing .situations, or the social milieu Combs, 1974; Silberman', et
al1972; Maslow, 1962, 1970). PiagetIs schema, wherein every piece
of

'"new"
knowledge is required to fit into the deNeloping individual's

"already established organization. Of prior knowledge also tends to
support such a'view (c.f. J.M. Hunt, 1961). A learning theory of this
sort also illuminates cegain models of !,`good teaching" which may
lead to effective 15arning for adults.The good teacher is sensitiveoo
the learner, and is supportive and positive in deNeloping enthusiasm
for learning (Rosenshine and Furst, 1972).

To be successful as a learning Theory, humanism, appears to de-
pend on its recognition of the status and needs of the individual'who
chooses to learn. It evokes le'arnitig by capitalizing upon inner de-
sires to gain information or to change behaviors (Rogers, 1969). It is
a view which stipulates that learning is, for the most part, an individ-
ually initiated activity, in respect to children and youth it' depends
upon personal-readiness and acceptance, and in the adult it depends
upon the added dimension of theacceptance by the individual Of a

7' 1



large'otheasure of responsibility. Tints, the humanistic theory seems

° particul.qly reystirsiye'to a concept of adulthood recognized by our

culture- wherein the indiyidual is held responsible-for his own ac-
,

.

-The contemporary investigators whO have developed and speak or

behalf of a behavioristic theory of learning base this view on a ton-
e

ception of an operated upon by his environment especially those

external events and encounters which reinforce behavioral outcomes.

Thus, the: primary tonlrolof learning- is always vested outside the

learner. A -great deal of research has been going on for decades to

develop and substantiate this position Wandura, 1969). Much of this
evidence is based upon laboratory in tions, and large-scale at-

tempts, to apply behayiorially derived tun-learning techniques to

either children or adults in the genera populatiop have not been

fully achieved (although, see Barker, 1968).

Despite B.F Skinnet and his followers, who claim 100 percent
(S19nner 1968, 1971), other equally prestigious theorists,

strch as Piaget; remark that behavioristic theories do not deal with

man as an intellectual and intelligent being. Behaviorism has led to

techniques, however, which have successful applications to ,adult

learning, especially in the realm of self-paced programed instruction

where the learner becomes more than a passive recipient of informa-
tion (Cavanagh and Jones, 1968). It has been shown that fast and
efficient learning can take place when the learner deals with discrete

units of informatia within a carefully controlled learning environ-
ment (Ferster, 1968, the basic.principles of operant- learning tech-

niques, derived from bc0Yloristic theory, are: (1) precise identifica-

tion of instructional obJettives; (2) self-paced learning; (3) immediate

feedback or reinforcement contingent upon learning; positive

reinforcement rather than negative; and (5) sequencing of presenta-

tion, typically in stages or modules, with feedback following each
step (Buckley and Walker, 1970).

Much current practice has developed out of these basic but broad

conceptualizations about human learning. Two such models for
offer much for us to consider.

One of these is that learning consists of information processing.
This model conceives of the individual as a complex systen3for per-

ceiving and then processing information (Ausubel, 1968). Within

such a conceptual stance there are variant models ranging from%asic

input-output leYels of retrieyal; then gathering, Organizing, structur-

ing, and selective retrieving, all the way to very complicated system
constructs which use "rational," "mathematical," and "logical" as de-

,
scriptors of the individual as. a Darner. Control of learning in these

constructs is,both within and without: external information must be

made accessible, and individual internal mechanisms .must be willing

and able to gather and prdcess it. This view is signi6cantly$ifferene
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from the strict behavioristic view: the internal control of the indivi-
dual is instrumental in modifying the externally delivered informa-
tion. The learner, iieffect, iec,Iles the inhumation he Fits alretidy
stored in modified forms and mar in fact add to it of ;revise .it, de-
pending upon s own expectations (Festinger, Caren, and:Risers
1970). -

The corn ter analogy is tempting and is frequently used. Man is
the best sor of computer in that he possesses the abilities for deci-
sionmaking. e.can and does process information into fiypotheSes,
concepts, strat

.

and then initiates actions (behaviors) based on
this processing ability. .t

The basic tenets of the inhumation processing models iinolyt. (I)
prior learning factors, such as the !camel's both of preiously ac-
quired knowledge, his attitude, his sets of biases, and the processing
instructions or understandings regarding the new infOrmation, (2).
events drat occur during. learning, such as the way the material is
presented and the wa..the individual relates his new information to
previOus knowledge:. and' (;1) the cognitive organization/reorganiza-
tion of information as it is stored, the recall process and events sur-
rounding such retriesalk, and the perceived uses of the information
(DiVesta, 1974).

Consequently, the ai=l tilt learner, with his greater volume of infor-
mation,aCcumulated over a longer lifespan, is thought to be apt to
develop complex constellations of knowledge and "know-how" to
whiish new information is then added (D 0. Hebb,.n d.).' Information
processing models thus imply that the older learner has a much dif-
ferent learning response than does the youngster. An adult must be
concerned with "making sense" in relating new infoimation to the
great amount he already knows This means. that a large part of the
adilltalearning task is seeking the reley mice, or the right- relationship,
of new input to precious experience. This is both positive in value

. IN adult learner rarely meets information that is totally new and
cannot somehow be relatedand negathe "Vie negatiye aspect is
that as one grows older,,and his body of information grows, there is
a likelihood tharthe cumulated information becomes highly struc-
tured, codified, and resists change. The adult, unlike_ the child, is
likely to reject information discrepancies and contradictions to his
own previously processed "sets" of knowledge (DiVesta,

Another important issue in'adult learning, which is partially ad-
,dressed by information processing lnodels, is that. of memory defi-
cits. A processing' model invokes a possibility that such deficits in
adults is a function of an impaired retrieval ability rather than faulty
storage or mgmory This would ,signify that learning modes for
adults should include latruction regarding retrieval 'patterns and
planning. The possibility for breaking learning down into such com-
ponents as storage, memory, and retriey al is beguiling for in estiga-

9
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tors; however, this entire area of research into memory and recall i%
still in such flux that conflicting outcomes from a variety of current
investigations prevent generalization (c.f. Lumsden and Sherro.n,
,1975).

An expectancy model is another recent development in learning
theory investigation. It speaks about the learner rather than about
the act of learning by stipulating that ...if an individual is brought to-
gether

,- -
i;vith a new experience or a, new bit of information, learning -

will necessarily take place. This vier, then, attends to describing the
ways in which learning can be most easily facilitated and least hind-
ered by ;interferences. Essentially, the concept of expectancy deals

,,with characterizing motivation. It posit a relationship between deci-
lonmakingor choiceand motivation by indicating that the effort
which a learner expends is a function of the choice he makes among
alternatives (Dachler and Mobley, 1973). The level of learning effdrt,
and the degree of learning achievement, relates to the extent of'mo-
tiv.ation, the, vigor and persistence of the learner's actions, and his
expectancy for success. *

The process of learning is not questioned: it goes on.lt is the ex-
tent of success that bears scrutiny. The, expectancy model focuses on
motivation because it is primarily concerned with explaining and IN.

predicting the results of learning. It is offered as an instrument for
accounting for voluntary human behavior, and bases this n- an
inspection of preferences for outcomes. It then attempts tof relate
outcome choices to behavioral changes. Thus, expectancy advocates
assume individual abilities to anticipate; that is, the learner expects
certain outcomes from his behavior, and chooses those outcomes
whiCh, to him, are most desirable.

In ,a broad sense, this sort of learning.activity is based on fulfilling
one's own, prophe'cies. Simply stated,. people learn certain things
when and if that learning is deemed desirable and thus becomes an.
object of choice (S.S. Dubin and M. Okun; 1973).

The very fact that we have here a multiplicity of ways to account
for human learning is surely significant. No one theory or consisruct
from that theory can do the tole job, of describing the complexity
of the learning behavior of humans.

We might like to speculate about the possibility for fashioning an
"eclectic model" from these various positions, by taking those bits
and pieces which seem to work and fitting them together (c.f. Tor-
bert, 1972). This does not seem to be altogether possible on a theo-
retical level,,since each of these major schema for learning has in-
herent to it some elements which are incompatible and contradictdy
to the other.' However, on a pfactical level, we might be well advised
to examine "what works" regardless of its theoretical derivation.

Learning undertakings at all 'agesand levels are practices,,not pos.
sibilities: We as leartiers tend to .resort to those strategies which do

IQ
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workgiven particular .situations, particular needs, and particular',
learning objectiv.eS (c.f. Hickeyetnd Spinefta,-1974; Guttentag, 1973).

ADUL EDUCATION

Having ,inyoked the views of various professiotals concerning
some descriptions of learning characteristics especially as they arc
applied to adults, we find'that we will need to match this cluster of
charaCteristics against-the aims of educators of adults.

Education itself is a slippery term. Derived from the Latin transi-
tive verb educat;e, "to rear," the dictionary tells us that education is
"(1) . . . systematic cle'relopment or training of the mind, capabili-
tie5, or character through instruction or study. (11) The acquisition of
knowledge or skills., especially formal schooling in an institution o
learning. (3) Knowledge,, skills, or cultivation acquired through in-
struction or study." This dittionary (Funk & Wagnalls, 1968) further
distinguishes education as follows:

Education is the developmetind cultivation of The innate
powers of the mind; instructionte giving of information and
guidance. Education may be gained by ories°Own efforts, but
Instruction is always imparted by another. ..

Thus we see that education, so long as it is systematic deVelopme'nt,
may occur through instruction or through study.

However, the 1975 handbook "International Standard Classifica-
lion of Education" (ISCED) develops its definition of education upon
the.notions of organization and purposefulties while using "instruc-
lion' as a synonym:'

. ,

is organized and sustained instruction designed to
communicate 'a combination of knowfedge skills, and under-
standing valuable for all the activities of life. -

We are iheeby caught between two views. one which allows-for an
individual autonomy and self-initiation of systematic study, and one
which invokes an external system with a provider of instructio .

If %%el-Mr-sue the more generally available usages of Adrift ducat
Lion we find that the same conflict continues to arise. Here re a
representative set of definitions of_adult education which have wide
currency in the literature of the field.

0Internatirmally, the ISCED, statement citidult education is pre-
dictably' derivative from its preiouSly cited usage of the term "edu-
cation."4An extei nal pat.idingsystem is implied "Adult education is
synpnymous with 'out -of- school education' and means organized

'programs of education provided fo the benefit of and adapted
the needs of persons not in the regula school and university system
and generally fifteen or over (ISCED. 11-75).

11
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DeCr.ow (1975), in addres5ing the conventional definition of adult
education as it is used in thj country, concurs in stipulating an orga-
nization external to the learner:

... (adult educition) requites meaningful learning as opposed
to simple information,ssequential in nature, i.e., building frOvs
one step to the next, and therefore, extending over some period
of time and involving, in one form or another, purposeful assist-
ance from some teacher or provider.

The Education Committee of the Organization for Economic Co-
,

. operation and Development (OECD) expands on this yersitm of
adult education in its statement entitled "Learning Opportunities for
Adults: Frainessork for a Comprehensive Policy for Adult Educa-
tion" (OECD, ED(75)10):

'Adult education refers to ally activity gr programme deliber-
ately designed by a pFosiding agent to satisfy any learning need
that may be experienced at.,any stage in his life by a person who
is over the normal school-leasing age and no Ringer a full-time
student. Its ambit spans non - vocational, vocational, general,
formal, non-formal, and community education and' it is not re-. stricted to any academic level.

With the exception of its insistence upon a providing agent exter-
nal to the learner this is a most generous definition of the scope of
adult education. It is explicit in its responsiveness to any need ar any
level throughout the Idespan, In this atterispt at such a c6mprehen-
siye definition' it is interesting to note a requirement to envelop the
areas of "convocational, vocational, general, formal, nonformal, and
community" education. We are struck by the great array of terms
used to denote the various aspects of the adult educational undertak-
ing in its organizational formulations. The Department of Educatioyes
and Science of ,England and Wales remarks on this sitt4Ition and
reminds us of even more such territorial descriptions:

Ili the stage beyond the schipl, the expresgiOns "fijr
"advanced", Thigher", "adult", "tertiary", and "recurrent:. educa-
tion,,itre common currency but by no means self-explanatory.

.a4
(As cited, 197.)

Furthermore, sin Japan the term "adult education" itself is very sel-
dom used; instead the term "Social Education" applies to every type
of learning activity outside or formal education (UNESCO, 1975).

The U.S Office of Education has lately invoked still another term
todeal with still another aspect of adult education:

Career education is the totality of experiences through which,
one learns about Nd prepares to engage in work as part of her
or his way of living.

This appeltrOas44 policy statement, endorsed by the National Advi-
sory Council fru, Cat eer Education (NACCE) in its ;;Interim Report"
for 1975.

Ilk
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This interation4of labels for various sectors cif the adult edtication,
,enterprise dogs'not begin to exhaust the available dims. The ways in
which organized education lift- adults has been divided, subdi 'tied,
and redivided again creates not only confusion but seiious con cis
in our attempt, to,clarify the meanings of these terms and their inn=
plications for both adult education and adult learning. e

We are seized by a need to retreat to a more generalized and .open
viewpoint. Fortunately one is available: ,

,
Adult education is a process whereby persons whom() longer

attend school on a regular and full-time basis (nnless Lull -time
4 programs are especially designed for adults) undertale sequen-

tial
,.

and organized activities with the conscious intention of
bringing about changes ,in information, knowledge, understand:
ing or skills, appreciation and attitude or for the purpose of
identifying and solving personal or community robleihs.

4 (i Liveright Elaygood ,-196. 9 ) 1
-4. , ,Hexf, finally, is a definition of adult education which-attends to.the

individual rather than to some organizational'Scheme. No external
con(rol or providing agent is required, although tht tiso 'of such
agencies is certainly possible within the broad frani'e of this defini-
tion,

It also becomes possible, within this definition's scope, to begin to
aspire tan earlier stated aim: that of matching the clktster of,iclenfi-
fied adult learning charactenstics-with some statement of the-0*c-
fives of adult education. The adoptionor adaption, o'f such a view-
point as this one offered by/Iiveright and,Haygood would- go fat. in
permitting us to move toward the development of a conceptual
frame for lifelong learning.

.,S\ --,
ADULT LEARNERS AND ADULT EDUCATORS ,

. It is useful to review the characteristics of aquip, lea-Tiers by, exam-
ining them within the scope of our ile-Vdoping iiewof adult educa-
tion. We can measure this "fit" against our' generalisations from the.;
major learning theories, in order to derive a sense ,of what alterna-
tives forlearning-might be availablento the adult:

On the face of it, the adult learn i- is characterwed as a nesponsi-
. ble and responsive: member or societ and as equalt responsible and

.. ., _ ../responsive when engaged iv any edi nuonal transaction. I hub, an . - .
adult might be rely responsivg to humanistic methods. We are told
that the adult is nondependent and self-directed; hence, a leainer-..
centered milieu with freedom fcr the Ickirnien to engage in negolia- .
tion and transaction with a teacher would seem plausible. 'f here'

,10,also s rung evidence 'that mery method . wor well wittatthe discl.
ad ts, based on such practices as simulations, project , and case-

etluxi analysis Adult learners are willing to accept responsibility
'for much of their accomplishments, in a large degree they might

-.--
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view the teacher as a facilitator, although they would probably re-
quire a strong assurance of the techer4 degree of skilled_prepara-
tion. Additionally, adult learners would respond to variety rather
than to repetition.

On' the Other hand, the. same adults exhibit many traits which
seem to pose a requirement for the Methodologies of the behavior-
ists. Adults need specific and goal-related learning_expe fences, with
stipulated learning objectives :in order to capture thei the and at-
tention. They ,would appear io be interested in the to thing tff sub-
ject-centered materials via the mosigieconomic and concise delivery'
systems.

When engitged in schooling we (an detect a heavy investment by
adult learners in formal instruction and expository teaching; they
feel they are paying for a certain level of expertise.. This would lead
to an implied emphasis on teaching accountability as well as on an
adult's own consciousness of accepting responLbility as a learner
Here wo might see the adult begin to "Combine" those behavioristic
and humanistic elements which most meet the needs of an adult
learner. These adults would appear to be more responsive to a logi-
cal organization Of material; they are, after all, the products of a
prior generxitton with a decisive 'linear, orientation, at least to the
present day.

Although the appearance of "freedom" is crucial.ty self- image, an
adult would apparefi'dy respond to the (direful preparation- by 'a '
teacher of a wherein lesson plan whiclw exhibits characteristics of
closure and is unambiguous. "Thus, idult learners are likely to be
much on ore a« wing of a systematic Riethodology, and it can be an-
ticip4iithat ontanjrty and iminovia<ri woad be dysfunctional

- if these ethods suggested any sort of "aimlessness."
There s no question hit the adult :must b intrinsically motivated

in orde to reinvest in any _learning experience, particularly one
/which Ls 'formal-in any sense However, it could be lually well
argued that in the majority of instances - .when adults seek education-
al attainment the glial of acquiring an extrinsic reward is also just as
likely a 'major motivating force, i e., gaining career mobility or status
enhancements. Further,, not only will adults display a clear involve-
ment in specific educanon'al objectives:1)1y they also want 'sove indi-

,cation that these attainments will have s4me broad, general outcome
effect on their life as individuals. ")"he adult, as a complex human
being, is both goal, 'seeking and in need of reinfoictmeht mid sup-
port In short, 411 adult participate in all learning modes as needed -'

Institutional Delivery

According to ReCt ow, the major adult client pool for ant institu-
tional4felivery system is ate iniddle classes, especially persons with
some. level of prior leaining experience and strong vocational mote-

_
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vationst The disadvantaged, it is claimed, once past the age of com-
pulsory attendance are less well served by institutional systems of any
sort despite recent efforts to provide many forms of access; the up-.
per classes, as adult', seldom participate in public program offerings
but these groups often have. elaborate and sbphisticated private sys-
tems for keeping informed, as do the poor.

Broadly speaking, adults who can gain access and who are moti;
vated to want access to institutional delivery systems will utilize
every available- format to achieve theif learning goals. For thOse
adults who do become involved with institutionalized learning pro-..
grams, based on sequential, cumulative, and teacher-related ele-
ments, Whether. for credit or not, DeCrow offers some fundamental
statements that ,almost anyone would employ to explainthis aspect-of
the field:.

*
Adult education is overwhelmingly vocational in purpose. Its
basic aim and appeal to many adult clients is to providea "sec-
ond chance" and to remedy those deficiencies in basic or ad-

... vaned educational areas which impede employMent opportu-
nities.
A second major objective, for adults, is td achieve instrumen- ti,
tal and practical "life task" educatioil., /Many Americans regard learning as intrinsically good. _Adult
educatioR, in its dependence 'upon voluntary participation,
encourages this view. , .

______. _.! Among ,supporting ageycies for adult education, as well as
among the adult clientele, this effort is cleai-ly instrumental, a

.. way of furthering some other mission or goal. Institutional
delivery' of adult educational experiences has been and contin-
ues to be primarily a "means to ends" undertaking.
Adult learning programs, as formal endeavors, Involve every
topic, are located everywhere, utilize every means, and are
aided by almost every major agency' in American life (see
appendix). -

.
Self-Initiated Learning

The adult learner, however, cannot be fully or adequately charac-
terized by examining only those clients of institutional delivery sys-
tems, whether formal or informal, Coke or Periphery. These clients

. are adults who, by virtue of enrollment in some external programat-
ic undertaking, have already -selected themselves out of the general
learning population. Most of the Arnerigan population whatever
their age:class, ethnicity, or background, learn outsicr,vite educa-
tional establishments of this country. Here is where the need to dis-
tinguish between learning and education becomes crucial to our'dis-
cussion. Any taxonomy of the learning individual must addres4 the
characteristics of the total population, and within that triverse edu-
cation plays--a part. The usage of these writers varies widely in dis-
cysting noninstitutional learning and education.
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Patricia M. Coolican, through her own research apa in synthesiz-

ing the outcomes of several, major recent investigations, achieves a

broad view dit:ected toward describing the learuing activities of

Americans beydnd the school-compulsory age. Among her findings:

Almost every adtth undertakes learning 'as a consciously pur-
sued activity m any given year. For her, "Learning" is a delib-
erate effort to pursue a skill or a knowledge objective (as cim-
trasted to informal or coincidental socialization, adaptation, or
information indexing by person's).
Most learning activities are initiated for,practical reasons relit-

, ed to knowledge and 'skill needs for'job, hone, family, or rec-
. reation.

The major planner of adult learning is the. learner himself
Self-planned, selftinniatecl, and saf-tichieved learning ac-

counts for approximately (hot-thirds of the total learning,ef-
forts of adults.
Group. Manned learning activitieswhether .f orfnal or infra.--
mar, only account for 10 to 20 percent of the total adult dick(
in this country.
Learning for credit co nstitutes only a minor proportion of the
educational undertaking and inyestment of American adults

'
Most significantly, the adults studied in several of these majorsiM

vestigations were asked to name their preferred 'le:infirm environ-
ment, The deal majority (5'1 percent) named their h'4148 as the site

tizeds, the job locale was a distant second
choice (19 percent); and at the low end of the selection of sites only
3.5 percent named "school" as a "most suitable place" for undertak-
ing their learning pursuits (Coolican, 1975).

Thus, ive find ourselves with a large universe of Ida left ners in
this countr =yalmbst everyone. Of this.'popidation, a small propor-
tion have selected to affiliate then learning undertaking :with institu-
tional educational offt,rings. Most adults, however, who regularly and
consciously undey-ake to learn do so individually; autonomously, and
idiosyncratically Our attempts to understand the learning individual
in this country must account for this majoriry despite definitions of
adult education which would exclude them:

r-v
LEARNING PERFORMANCE

Adding to our analysis of the learnin individual, Skanley Gra-
bowski reviews the literature which descrt s the many past and con-
tinuing investigations of Adultlearning performance." His discus.

Sion is4..tigaiti7ed ai?ound JAN'. Getters propositions about learning
(1956), and he inveigates these key topicS To discuss lear.ning per-
formance: motivation, cOacity, teaching techniques, learning styles,

and learning ,environmerfts. Grabowski uses learning in the sense of
results, or "performance" as its*distinguishing criteria.

Thus, he indicates evidence that the amount of. previous education
and the recentness of this educational experience hasla dit'ect impact
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assumptions that learning needs and capabilities decline with age will

have to be reconciled with recent findings that considerable self-ini-

tiated learning is taking place among the elderly (Hiemstra, 1975)
In evaluating factors which do affect the incidence of self-initiated

learning, demographics, and previous levels of achievement are signif-

icant. Rural populations are most involved ii self-initiated learning
episodes, followed by urban groups. Thefewest numbers appear to
be in "small city" areas. The_ average number of hours spent in self-
initiated learning was considerably less among those -wh rior

education was below grade 12, when compared with those had

completed high school; likewise, lower class and "blue-collar p pula-
tions spent fewer hours per year on learning undertakings than did
white-collar classes, and the saM-5clifferences were perceived when
comparing unskilled to skilled and professional groups. Overa'1l 4. all

population subgroupings, regardless of type, engaged in self-initiat-
ed learning activities to some extent on a continuing basis.'

LIFE STAGES

rUntil now we have been using the term "adult" as a comprehen-
sive way of distinguishing ci large universe of individuals from anoth-
ersiti river-se-of-tht rdiThe and youyli..This level of generalization is no
longer useful. Just as we have seen that learning theories are "gros-s-
ly simplified conceptions of the nature of man and are extremely
limited in what they tell us abort the human being" (Travers, 1974),

so also is the classification of the human population into adults and

children a grossly inadequate way of labeling_ individuals who may

differ from one another over spans of TleMopment and change

which .y encompass nearly a century.
Si we have been led to abandon the generic assumption that a

s e learning theory has to account for the universe of learning

behaviors, we have 'turned our-attention upon the learner and upon

individudl learnirlyrcharacteristics..lt becomes necessary, then, to dis-

cuss learning, as it occurs for individuals at different ages and at dif-

ferent stages throughout the lifespan.
Life stages- are crucial to a Consideration of learning. Some investi-

gators have put forward Ills view that different learning theories and

models for practice might be appropriate for differing stages of

individual growth and development. Clair. Grays argues that° the
humanistic approach is most suitable to the needs and attitudes of
both early adolescence and of the' midlife crisis. Other life-stage
characteristics might lead the learner to more readily respond to
behavioristic techniques. Life stage is not simply a function of age
however; some investigators suggest that generation and cohort dif-
ferences are even more significant tharkage diffet'ences in the devel-

opment of a concept of lift -stage behavior (c.f. Hultsch, in Bortner,

1974).
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. .
Thus, our attention is drawn to 'the view that any discussion .of

lifelong learning must deal not o1y with "learning" but also with the
notion of "lifelong."

Neugarten.(1967) tells us that we must not overlook the develop-
ment of -personality; that is, "the orderly and sequential changes that
occur with the passage of time as individuals move from adolescence
to adulthood." Her emphasis is on the adult end of the spectrum of
development, while noting that there have as yet been' no major lon-
gitudinal researcl; undertakings on men and women as tl\ey vAtve
from childhood to youth, from youth into middle age, or from mid--
dle age into old age:

Nonetheless, as Neugai-ten points out, psychologists 'have thus far
been primarily concerned with the first 2 of the 7 decades of life,
and the last 50 years of the human organism have been relatively
ignoredespecially by educators and those involved in articulating
learning theory. She goes on to indicate that change during the life-
sean is itself a learning experience; that the experiences of parent--
hood or of career success in middle age are developmental events
which.' influence the personality and exhibit outcomes not unlike
those attributed to the completion ot a learning episode.

TheoristS of development, including learning theorists, who begin
by examining childhood ,find it easy to take growthbiological
growthas their model. Investigators working with this subgroup
find it possible to almost'take for granted the intimate relationship
between physiological and psychological change, and much 'of this
body of theory is based upon the biological clock as its reference. .,

However, if the theorist takes this same point of view in respect to
adult development 't becomes very difficult, according to Neugarten. ,

We can stipulate 4 gross age-related lifespan periods: the period
from birth throttg adolescence; the transition from adolescence to
young adulthood through, say, the third decade of life; the middle -

f\ aged period from, say, 40 to 59; and the old-age period, a long and
relatively unexplored range, 60 through age 80 or until death.

Each of these stages is different. Each exhibits a different individ-
ual with characteristics, capacities, and need which are changing
from day to..day. The stages identified are gross in the extreme: We
are already conscious of the great range of change which occurs
throughout the first stage, that of birth 'through the adolescent pe-
riod. It, is woth suggesting that the later stages bear an equally inten-
sive examination r-,1- change if we are to evolve a concept of learn-
ing for the lifespaij, we must confront and encompass all of the ages
f the human individual. e

4

Supporting Neugarten's emphasis on the need for extensive inves-
gation of the significance of life stage on the learning needs and

a ilities of adults in particular, Evelyn Duvall (1971) indicates that
o of the most important aspects of life stage is the concept of
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"family life cycle." Each of at least 4 clearly delineated periods 'of
Lzukily life,affect indhidualloles and requirements within our socie-

pti,valkaisttriguishes (I) ,the launching of the young a's adults, (2)
the empty-nest, preretirement period, (3) the early retirement years,
and (4) the fin ,i1 phase of life..fleath of the original husband-wife
,pair. These are, for Duvall, life - cycle periods which exist as distinct
phases of experienCe and which have Net to receive the attention
they require in elaluating learning needs and responsesas com-
pared to the extensive investigations which ha.e already been under-
taken on the periods concerned with mate selection, early marriage,
and the parenting of .otmg children to adolescence.. E.en these
moire widely- studied life cycle periods ha. e not been adequately cor-
related with indb idual leatning i equit ements and 'espouses

Some authoinies in adult education do allude to life stages in pie-
seining then ,revs. Kurland and Coml. (1975) argue that certain
kind of inforn6tion should be reserved for later life:

lo

The maturitY of age and direct im-61.--emertyn life's decisions
are preconditions for learning the key skills required by society.
It ma. even be that excessive efforts to "prepare" people while
young for ,,roles in society that they will perform when older in-
capacitates many to perform these roles effectively either be-
cause the learn things that must later be unlearned or because,
thinking they. know all that is necessary to function as adults,
they close their minds to further learning.

Although this comnient still treats adults as a total class, they go on
to refer to Cyril Houle's Niews on the life cycle. Houle move 'us clos-
er to the issues as identified by Neugarten and Duvall by distinguish-
irm certain periods in the lifespan as the "right times" to learn cer-
tain things. "Some ccuiception of ,a Iffe-eNcle is essential to anyone
who wishes to understand or to practice lifelong education," Houle
asserts, in "The Changing Goals of Education in the Perspective of
Lifelong Learning." He goes on to obser.e that people will be moti-
sated to study any subject if they know something of its significance
and consequence, through personal experience or investment. Thus,
he indicates that there is a right time for certain kinds or learning: a
time in life to learn how to be:,a wage earner, a spouse, a parent;
right times to lay the foundation for future learning. to learn how to
be acti.e in the world of affairs, and a time tqjearn how to age and-,
to care for one's self as one grows old.
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k.

The Context for Learninger,

We have come to a point where it is possible to begin asking some
questions about the context for learning both- as it currently exists
for adults in this country and as it might exist in the flame. Up to
now we have accomplished, however briefly, an inspection of some
prior considerations. We time sketched a profile of the, adult le,arner
and offered some definitions of learning. We have presented a gen-\--
eral description of co'fitemporary learning theories and matched
these views against some major definitions of adult education. Based
on-sueh an overview we have discused adult learning in the context
of educational methods, institutional settings, and as a self-initiated
activity. Finally, we have refined our use of the term "adult" and
broadened the scope of our discussion so that it is, in tact, concerned..

,.'with learning over the lifespan.
In the course -of this undertaking we have uncovered more ques-

tions than answers. Vast areas of investigation remain to be devel-
oped before definitive statements can be derived from them. We.are
made, painfully aware that before we can move toward the construc-
tion of a conceptual framework for lifelong learning we must first

_attend to "the' way things 'are." This includes an evaluation of the
present barriers to adult access to learning, some consideration of
what the future may hold in store for our population, and some ac-
knowledgment of issues which arise frdm speculating about. these
present and future conditions. 4

BARRIERS TO LEARNING

Institutional barriers, personal harriers, and social barriers all, play
a part in constructing obstacles, if not walls, around adult access to
the experience of learning. Kurland and Comly,(1975) discuss insti-
tutional, barriers confronting most adults". Americans faced with time,
job, and home;related constraints also face a planning harrier in
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respect sto any institutionally delivered educational experience. Most
almost without exception, settle for part-time access. This factor
tends to divert their focus from their original learning goals, since

first they must seek, uncover, and somehow evaluate those programs
which are compatable with their time and geographical constraints.
Thus, they_must- concentrate on means rather than on ends, and
hope their actual learning objectives will' be met somehow. The
search itself is time-consuming, expensive, and often frustrating to
.the point of debasing the motivation to learn.

.. .

Even if adults succeed in their search for a program, once en-
rolled they can expect little institutional support. Counseling, both
before and after admission or enrollment, tends to be minimal and
often inappropriate for these nonnormative, older ,cal, Few

teachers, especially in Core institutions, are full-time adult educators;
fewer still are ,trained in ,the principles of andragogy.

Those institutions within either the COre or the Periphery which
realize that the adult clien is "different" and which mount efforts to
respond to their perception a significant new market tend to ver-

look some of these basic barn issues. Those programs which e
devised and developed to lower t, e hurdles for adult learners fin
themselves quickly swept up into th

arn
e rigidities they set out to

alleviate. DeCrow points out that even adult specific programs and
Nc.,providers of educational senices hasten t become institutionalized

in form and function for the purposes of sel -preservation. Funding,
budgeting, and sta -loadin em to build burcucracies directly out
of pioneering effor us they fall-prey to the >0 struction of ac-

,,.
cess gates, and barriers once again arise.

The planning decision made by many institutions that c-sltinuing

educ.i,'i 2,n.\4eor other forms of adult service programs must bo. self-

supporting stablishes a most- siignificant barrier. It may not only be
in conflict with the actual goals of the institutions, such as communi-
ty colleges, but this policy effectively inhibits all but the middle and
upper Class clienteles from significant access:Kurland argues that
cost-effective education in the public sector services only those whowho
can afford it, not necessarily those who may need it. 0

The barriers which tend to exclude adultseven those who can
afford 4-7-from access to institutions are numerous and significant
(Broscharts. 1975). Part-time adult students are especially prey to a
variety of institutional regulations, such as the stricrcontrols, typically
exerted over the time and place for registration ancrthe harsh dollar
penalties for not meeting these requirements. The difficulties com-
pound in respect to such variables as institutional indifference to
part-time student requirements for parking, public transportation,
food services, health care, access to libraries and bookstores, 'or even
the simple need for a secure place to hang a coat or hat.
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Person Barriers
- .

Obstacles posed by institutions t offer educational programs
and services to\ the adult learner whether cre-
ated through lack of appreciation of the learner s

.
ntional or

.re-
vent

dsmre time,
' geographic, or economic constraints. Barriers also exist

vent adult learners horn` approaching _these institutional programs
because of persOnal and stlf-related obstacles to access; Whether the
institution is in the Core or the Periphery, whether,its programs are
specifically designed"for an adult clients the learner, whethpr it
offers all the tangib intangible support services previously de
scribed, the institution gtill unable to attract the adult learner who
has perCeied or has experienced personal barriers in seeking exter-
nally delivered ed'ucational experience.

5 u

$
Kurlatd furnishes us with an analysis which pulls together several

iniportant studies of the bakiers, as perceived sand experienced by
---.,

thepaa-Airmstudent who waits to achieve education through insti-
tutional delivery systems Cost emerges as the pritnAry perceived`
barrier in all these tudies; the test of whether it is a real barrier or

. only a convenient xcuse, at Kurland observes, can best be deter-
mined when the t barrier is raised or lowered in a specific situa-
tion. -He indicate that in analysis baged-on actua.,I cost-change exper-*
imentation supports that educational cost - levels directly affect partici..
pation and access. To the extent that reduced participatio repre-
sents_a loss of opportunity for economic or personal, giro th and
thereby, inhibits the derelopme of prochictive and effective tize s,

1 to that extent the reduction of educatio for the adult learner
. becomes si,gnifichnt to social policy. A ajor problem i rsuing
othis point, of course, is that most legislates and e ucators feel that
adults should support their education.

(....

ea/

Among the more important barriers which might be interpolated
fr9rn the percIptions of adults is a lack of counseling services,
whther institutionally based or located elsewhere in the community.
Manyof the personal obstacles confronting adult learners might be
ameliorated by counseling ihtended to assess their achievements,
evaluate their potentialities, and protide career-planning informa-
tion.

Many adults in our society depend upon their families, friends,
neighbors, or even the mass, mediaespecially printed literaturf
such as popular magazines And newspapersto encourage or inform
them! For example, how many thousands of Americans seek medical
advice only after reading about situations analogous'to their own in
the medical question-and-answer columns of newspapers? For many
people, career planning and the search for educational services may
be ael equally haphazard undertaking.'

.
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Turning to the larger population of adults who learn outside insti-
tutional systemsand we may now hate some indicatorC of why in-
stitutional settings represent such a small percentage of actual adult
learning activitieswe ale 'informed by Coolican that most adults
who engage in self-inirid learning do so by willingly and deliber-
ately changing theh routines to,ac«unk to learning proicts, and
give a large share of their "spar e" time ) these under tali.ings The
majority of self-initiating adult learne4s per( me hick of time as the
principal barrier to increasing then inyoly einem in learning activi-

ties. However. significant actual, as paed to peCeked, obstacles
to self-initiated learning are, in order lack of education, lack of
money,

4lac?. of access to resources (odic' than institutional delkery
systems), and lack ormothation (Tennessee, 1974).

An interesting «ollars to this list of actual barriers to past learn-
ingexperiences is found by asking these self-initiating learhers what

they would peiceiye as the barriers to, undertaking future learning
projects Although lack of time lemaincas"ffie4irincipal perceiyed,
barrier, ate ranking (hang* so that lack of niiitie'v, lack of motiva-
tion, and family conflicts LolloYs, with lack of education listed last.

Speculatifin abort this reordering of barrier priorities by self- initiat-

ing learners moving from past experiences, to future expectations
might pro\ ide avenues for fruitful exploration.

Social Barriers

Social harriers to the pursuit of lifelong lean-m.1'g are both informal
and formal. The informal barriers are representative of the attitudes
of our society and our institutions toward t e adult' ,learner; the
formal harriers are a consequence of these at aides, and represent
the lack of-kgislatke support for the learning dult.

Mary Americats consider' that in most instances the learning adult

is someone who "missed his chance" the first time around in his edu-

canon, and consequently much of adult. education is viewed 1.4' the

society at large as remedial in character: This attitude is reinforced
by the majorityof profosional educators who still persist ip the con-
viction that the American ,Core educational system represents prep-

* arAon for life. The,etion is imbedded in this society that the in-
dividual who has undertaken the primary, - secondary experience
through high school is certified as a fully competent participant in
the worlds of work, family, citizenship, and personal fulfillment.
Additionally, the view also persists that postsecondary education re-
sults in The development of individuals with higher levels of compe-

tency, adaptability, and potential for success (HEW, 1972; Knowles,
1960).

As long as these myths continue to permeate and dominatk t,he
American educational establishment as well as the American society,
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SELECTED FEDERAL LEGISLATION RELATED TO ADULT LEARNING, VIITH VARIABLES MARKED,
BY APT, THAT PROMOTE OR HINDER LEARNING OPPOUUNITIES-

BARRIERS TO LEARNING

E

Agricultural Extension

CooperativeAgrtcultural Extension X X XU( X XX X X X X AX XX
Rural Developmerit & Small Farm

Research & Education

Comprehensive Ethployment & Training
Ale I
Title II 0( X X X
Title III X
Title IV X X-r X
Title VI X X X X X X X : X : X X X X X i<

4 ;
2

-2 2
d e

X X , X XI X X X

Corporation for*PublioBroadcasting . X X
Educational Television , , L j , X ICJ X

r) X X

See footnote at,end of table, p.27.
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1 a

Indian Education ' ..1c , -x--x-'14-.x)x-xx-x-x-x xxIndian Vocational Education XjepX... X X X X.X X X X..X X X X XIntergovernmental Personnel X X00 X X X X X X00 -x----x-Internal Revenue Code, X C, C C 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 0Law Enforcement Education Program X X XX X VX X X X XX X X-X,
Older 4mericans

General .

RSVP /Foster Grandparents

Rehabilitation

Social Security
Title II
Title IVA & B
Titre ivc

0 X XX XX X - x 0 0 0 ).1, xx x - 00- -- 0 (-) n 1. 0- x X xi x x-x 0 0 0 0 0 0- x x
- - X -* x x -

x - x x x--xx - x - x. x" - - x - - x x x x X -r X -X X XX X X X , s t X X 0 X X X X X X XTitle XVI X X .00 U XXX. XX ,X XTitle XVII
C. , 00 (7, 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 x - -_Title XX. X X X X X XX X X"

Trade X X X X X X X XUnemployment Compensation 0 X wre.,eterans
Veterans Ed cattonal Assistance X- X X 0 '' X x X .X X X X X X XVeterans Jo Counseling . , X . O 7 0 -0 0 0 0. 0 0 X' 0 0 X 0 0 X XVocational Rehabilitation for Disabled

et-Veterans. X X00XX 0X X X X X.X X XWar -Orphans & Widows I., X X >-0,X,XXXXX X X XX XI A

0 I
, w

Vocational Education x-tx-x,x--'-xxxx xx-x---x x0----x -X Bassists; 0 Sifij; not appildable to specific act; No barriers.
NOTE.The 29 variables will be called BARRIERS TO LEARNING In the boxhead.
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there will continue to be .a major and oftti impassible barrier to life-
long learning in this country.

The formal social barriers follow from the force of this,,public
mood. Legislative entitlement to adult learning in pLactically .kvery

form is, with little exception, deseloped begrudgingly, by reacting
only to critical needs. Hence, it is piecemeal And lacking in, coordina-
tion, is usually inadequate in meeting the le%el of problem confront-
ed, and 'tends to be so short term, need-specific, 4W underfunded as
to be inaccessible to the majorit% of those isho might mail themselves
of such social sanction if not social support for learning.

A project group undo : the hp-ection of, F.dvard f.ee \Rosenthal

(1975) has examined d «wrelated the multiplicities of.Fttnal !ek-
e! legislation and regulatiorisdieding lifelong learning opportuni-
ties. 'Using as their examination criterion the access of adults to
learning opportunities throughout their adult lines, these investiga-
tors examined the federal acts included to thelablctuti -page 215
T-hey reviewed these laws to find out if their prosisions promoted or
hindered learning for adults. Tolle% made no attempt to evaluate the
effec4iYeness or qualft% of indis idual prcil.lrams or to investigate the
livs' implementation. What is asked, howeser. if the regulations cur-
rently in force do or do not present barriers to achieving a goal of

-lifelong learning?
To compare the dmerse Federal le%el regu6ions, these investiga-

tors adopted a list of generally recognized obstacles to the achieve-
ment of, adult learning pursuits, and then measured each piece of
legislation against the following- list of harriers:

Age
Sex
Maternitv/Pattrnity Benefits
Fees
Direct Aid to Students
Financial Aid Regardless of Inc Les el

_Nontaxable Benefits
Deduction of Benefits if on Welfare

' Income Maintenance/Dtsc-retionin% Funds Available
Geographical Requirements
Residential /Local Requirements

" Provisions for Paid Educational Lease
Released Time Frsoni Job
Full-Time Attendance Requnements
Provisions for Child,Care Services
TrallSpOrtat
Special Services (running)
Provisions for Bilingual Progiams
PlacernentiGuidance ,

Counseling
Inadequate Public rti, and Pr ()motion ni
Categorical Restrictions
Accredition/C&rtifkation
State Planting

Pr ogiCinis



Local Planning
Duplication of Jurisdictions
Unclear Purposes (Program Provisions)
Inadequate Research

'Inadequate Evaluation

Even a cursory inspection, of this list shows that most legislative
provisions for adult education ptogtams do not include these sup-,
port services. Yet, the lack of these services represent reasons for
adults not gaining access to most of the educational delivers systems
purportedly designed for them.

--Thy, extremely extensise and ambitious esiew of Rosenthal sand
his associates has been «mdenill Their 29 sariables and -a cross-
matching of these with a list of selected Fedet al legislation are shown
in the table on'pages 25, 26 & 27 As expected, the table shows a low
level of significant support 101 .the essential needs to help adults gain
realistic access to lifelong learning

Ar

THE DEMOGRAPHICS

The demog raphics for the }ear 2000 are already writteh on the
wall; mans. Attie' icatts who will be aline then are altse now. Fo those
yet unl?oin, several models are as ailable' for projection; regardless of
which is chosen, sonic general trends can be supported.

Stanley Moses (1975) reminds us of the anticipated shifts in our
national population bulge.- Between 1973 and 1983over the next
10 yearswe will witness a 9-percent reduction in the 5- to 13 -year-
old age group. A massise 17-percent reduction is forecast for the 1.1-
to 17-veal-old age gum!). thus decimated, the ttaditional education-
al Core is left with aAarge said.

Mathieson (1975) also argues that 'a plausible set of forecasts for
the year 2000 would im lode these factors:

Fheyopulation groupings at the sear 2000 will reflect a con-
Uncut% upward Shift of the median age.
Two groups. the 0 -14 -year olds and 15-29--year olds, will both
dwindle in.percentlige of the total population. The number of
Youth to age 2.1 will. decline Its 15 wen ern from 1982 and
1990. Thus the Cole decline will ontmue.
The group aged 25 through 1.1 will show a massise rate of
growth, with around 25 percent nutcase projected
Women will continue to outnumber men in a I available projec-
tions, the differential being 5 to 55 million, cutting across all
racial and ethnic groups .

The population in the sear 2000 sill be pintails concentrated in
the Standard Metropolitan St4istic al Areas: how esei some'tiends
geographical shifts alleads are-of interest. The population is shifting
from the North Eastetn States and the North Central States to the
South and the West. Some tura! States ate gaming met Indust' tal
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States. Within the West coast area, Southern California is. experienc-

ingia net outmigration loss. The shift to rural States is specific at

present, to certain nonmetrOpolitan counties with cemprs less dense

than 50,000.
Since 98 percent of all persons in this country betweep the ages of

6 to 16 are already enrolled in elementary or secondary schooling,

the Core will either dwindle in absolute bocly count, figures or it

must expand at either or both ends to encompass enough additional

bodies just to, stay even of the, : level, according to

.Stanley Moses. Core- educators are already begh fling to eye the pre-

school population.
Moses goes on-to state some alternatives for the Core:.

. Since the ratio of high school completions to college matricula-

tions is about 2:1, anti increase m high school «mpletions
may also increase tli levl of college-bound.

--The present, collegithe ratio of matriculation to commence-
ment is also around 2.1; any decrease. in college-year attritions
would. also aid in stabili? ing the Core.

At best, however, the meansif achievedcan only soften the

blow. The Core population will drop 'by 1985. As a las! desperate

measure, the least mstly, most manageable, and most far-reaching
incorporation of population into the Core could occur at the mas-

ter's-degree level.--Moses stipulates that such a development, if seized

upon by the Core postsecondary establishment; would reflect a dec

sive tightening of the reins of credentialism upon the labor market.

This is, potentially,,a _mot dangerous 'barrier to the developing

concept of lifelong learning. not only lost pone the-assump-

tion of lifework endyvors by our eitimns once again, it will also

effectively reassert the control of the Cote over our, national, cduc a-
.

nonal unakreaking.-;

SOME CENTRAL ISSUES

The attempts of those AmeriCans who fell In the educational way-

..side to get back on the tract as productive and achieving human

beings may be jeopardiied anew. We saw the development of the

requirement for .high school graduation of equivalency certification
for bottom ruing labor- mar ket eon more recently baccalaureate

credentials have become the inininnun requirement for entry into a
multitude of occupations and job titles This-. offal has mdeed be-

come a significant item on the agenda for in public policy examma.
4

non
One question which semerges is that.of egitimating the noninstitu-

tional learning activitt Ziegler (1975) asserts that if we wish to ex-

pend public funds for adult !craning se will be required u, provide

a rationale which places all these learning activities within a context
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of the public interest Thus, an atra of instrumental issues arise!'
Who .lecides orb the «intents, metho&s, atld goals of adult learning?
Who decides where, how and when this eflot t 'should occur- andsof
be senice&AN'ho decides when adult leatning is «implete2satisfacto-
n, legitimate, effectne? Who should hffie access to learning, and
how should tesoutc es Ix' distnbuted? Ziegler points out tliat these

ariseartse (nth when a question of ptIbIlt polio, is \ (11, other-
wise a "Morket model" (1n rf e all, and e\en.one isfree to do th4r,
own thing.

Who will deli\ et educational set I( es? A situational showdown
appeals to be shaping up as `atiuus se( tors "e the future forte

"er growth and watch the shifting bulge in the lc-dining forc. As Stanlo
Moses points oti, the past.de(ade, has marked an intensified Lot?tpe-
tition between the Cane anZ1 the Pet Iphen The basic issues of who
studies what, %%het e,'when: and mulct whose direction must intensi-
fs, The Priipher,,as a set of non related but formal delivery sys-
teds. hasalwas Ixen designed to !elate to new needs and to (hang-
mg educational patterns and demands It mulct well he in a position
to tespond 'with vigorous imuwations to projected changes

Howe\ et, it will find itself ill an incteased snuggle, both it4-narlry
among &s num wmponnt pat is and extet nails with the Cot2e,for
sc arc e dRlat resouh ec As a winnmed (wersupply of college4giadu-
att, creates needs fot satious training and retraining cycles, jurisdic-
tional disputes between Core and,Periphels will intensify and it can
be antuipated that battles will he waged met such issues as a« tedita-
non, ratification. «Imam-mai continuity-, and cost-ffectkness.

What-happens to the adult !cattier in the midst of these organiza-,
nonal snuggles-, he he retreat of thi. kat net into the home, as already
demonstrated by Coolican. ma\ not 1g only a functuin of choice, it
maN be a necessity Carl highshi noted educator of .idults in the
State of Vennont, asset ts chat an adult's life ievolves primarily'
*pound home and Wotkind that "Home is the only place open
twenty-four limns a day Vetmones 1975 State' plan for adult edu-
cation insisted that, to be ffecti\e", somehow adult education must fit
into and pet haps en b«ntie a part of an adults "nitutal" life pat-
[ems at home of at wot k (Vennont, 1975) Adult educ-ation that
does not fit into thiszliof ahead\ (:stabltshed pattet stil alm.a)s be
in competition with ,otin ;whet requitment imposed upon the
adult,

A t tiiigenf.60ZI options is suggested Ihese tti( hide bottle
tutors, lih_brac voltnitects, and kitchen ( lasses Hie. 1975 Vet moat

`plan,foicsaw niat( idephitne litikagis. and lim-
ited local iii(bdia nctwot ks interim king to suppot t these acti\ ines,

----supplemented lw di c TAT+ teaming s (See Asti, Bobbin .and
Paoltic«. 197)

Its
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What 'sort of learning meets the immediate nes? I iteiac %_ not4

the first priority fol most porn, undereducated adults I he have

other pressing mediate needs. If one is hung' , sick, o cold.
learning to read %cm' write is pen\ low on the pi im in fist Reading.

writing, and increased knowledge can poduce long-rang b'enef its,

but these are hind to pecnse when present p1ohlenls me

whelming.
One out -of five American adults lacks the skills and knowledge

needed to function effecthelv in the ba'si«la -to-da% snuggle to
make a-living and to maintain a home and a famil% "I his assertion is

based on a -I -year investigation, national in scope, of the competen-

cies of adults to function elfectieh'i» the world of tod,n (Unneistn
of Texas, 1975).

If functional competency is s it ed as "the abilin to use skills and
knowledge needed to meet the requirements of adult In ing," then it
is possible to describe sets of coping skills «Acting categoties whit h

speak to the problems of «monling the teal world catego-

ries ale:

Occupational -knowledge
Consumer. e«momics
Government and law
Health care
Comm units resources

The 1975 stud' established a list of 65 objectives «mteed on the
ability ,to cope, and tested adult piolirienc y le\ els against these skills.

While the ad11011411 emphasis remains on leading, Writing, «mmu-

nion, communication, and pi oblem-solving skills, the shift nl fycus
suggested by this set of idAestigations is to implement .specific learn-
ing activities I' adults diiectiv 'elated to the life skills required lot
existing in.todav's woild. What, then, of the world of tomoi (M. ?

a

THE ULTIMATE$ARRIER

Clearly this disc ussicc has demonsnated that, before all others, the

ultimate hairier for adults who want to learn is a conceptual one,

Most educators tend to mean sr hoolinv, when they speak ,of educa-

tion, and education %then they speak of teaming Co river sviv , most

adults Seem to actually want the experience 0f learning when -they
approach education, and they often dis«ner that access to- education

means schooling.
Paul lengiandi menther of the Secretariat of UNESCO in Paris

who has written extensively on the problems of adult education,

summarizes the esultingsdilemma
For nine persons out of ten education means school, all activi-

ty of a pal mular nature expr6ssed in terms of curricula, meth-
ods, and specialird staffa world apart which (a» only be de-
s( rihed in an epithet pet uhar to itself, "scholastic." Sc 11001 is a
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palenthesis in life, with its entrances and exits. On entry the
pupil puts on the gat b of the 'schoolboy, to be shed at the time
of departtme. We can undeistand why adults hesitate to play this
game, and why only the ones who accept are those driven by
need of obhcation, genetally of an economic or professional
character

(1.c:ngrand, 1975)

This conceptual barrie rs peiyasiYe and pi imaly Pet haps it could
be citcumvented, if not temoyed, if we as a profession of educators
were to begin to iewgni/e it and deal with it It is not the adult
population which is going to) rem gamic the present situation into
some workable mr.ceptual frame

One initial step toward a solution of the conceptual bank' to
adult educciiitm and lifelong teaming might be to identify and sup
portfie at least three classes of adult !cattle's. those who want to he in-
structed, those who want to become educated, and those who want 4

to learn It is possible to suggest that educators are best at furnishing
ptograms and prosidets, to some ley el of formality, for, those who
want inst ruc non.

Educatots at c; less able to confton the t fiddle group who desire'
an education. they are apt to think t s group needs external control
when what these learners most often want is a provision for guid-
anceRcess to self-initiated program a method for demon-
strating accomplishment if and when they choose to do so. Educators
might be able to service this group usefully if they can- resist the
overwhelming temptation to institutionalim these educational objec-

tiYes.
At least, today, some useful pilot investigations and activities

are occurring in this area (c.f Cayert, 1975).
Finally, it is necessary to utge that the last group of would-be

learnersprobably the largest gutty m out total 'population, if .we
are petsuaded by Coolkan's synthesis of the most recent dataare
people who should be left alone Ninety-nine 100 educators
are named to insist upon active intet Yen of to recogni/e that learn-
ing is taking place ,The thought of ado' g a posture of nottaction
is most likely unacceptable But careful «msidet anon of this possibil-
ity, on the level of public policy, must be a major part of the educa-

.toi's anon.

It is not to be infer red that "leaving potple.alone to learn" means
abandonment Fat fton it. Facilitation cif learning through counsel--
ing and Ktiidame,ci«ess to tesoutt cs, and the development of
meaningful suppott ineohainsms still'e\ist "as icquitements for most
self-initiated learning. Consequently, these represent bartiers that
can be reinmed Ointuninity-based publu libtaties have already
seued the initame in this circa f Ester (1973), and "Library Re='
sear( h & Demonstiation Ptogicim," Fli 75 Abstracts, Septembei
1975).
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What cannot be done,. however, is to. hide these barriers by,erect-
ing more significant hurdles in front of adults by organizing and in-
stitutionalizing self-initiated learning. It would then become-just an-

other part of the "education business," and the general population
would no doubt continue, as they always have, to vote with their feet

against it.
What is called for here is recognition and support of certain major

undertakings of our total population outside the educational appara-
tus as it exists today. Learning goes on: it cannot be stopped. It can,
however, be thwarted, diverted, or controlled. Educators have these
choices. Or they can discover ways to facilitate learning.' They can
examine methods whereby they might not only get out of the learn-
er's way, but also actually make the learner's path straight and
smooth. Such a path does not need hurdles, turn-stiles, or gates; it
does not require visas for access, ticket takers, timekeepers, or exit
signs to make it into a legitimate passageway through the halls of
learning

Stanley Moses reminds us that thq universe of learning and educk
tional participation is far broader than anything conceived within the
narrow constructs of our present approaches. At times when tradi-
tional notions are most susceptible' to challenge, the reality of the
world serves to shatter rigidities and.forces us to plan ways to mend
the cracks and gaps thus revealed, Patricia Coolican identifies for us
the fundamental issue in determining the future for adult learning
in this country by quoting a question asked by Michael Marien;

Is education to be organized around institutions, credit, and
credentials, or is education to be organized around learners in
an optimal system for distributing knowledge and encouraging
its utilization. e -

We must regal-d this pot only as our central question, but also as our
-most pressing problem. Can we develop a concept of lifelong learn-
ing!that'will lead us toward a new solution?

.1
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IV. Lifelong Learning: A Conceptual Frame

At a-meeting of experts in
Cycle of Study" was addressed
the preoccupation among at least t

matching education, and educational delis
ic-related adult undertakirgs, the concept of a
by 'definition as "a first phase, of the educationa
perspective of life-long education."

aris in August 1974, the, topic "Basic
'NESCO ED/74, 1974). Although

uropean 'participants was in
systems to job- and civ-

e of study was seen
-process in ......

tow
The concept was then addressed in -[he sense of "recurrent educa-

tion," a usage 'developed in the European context to denote a multi-
level provision of education which may be either terminal at
points for those who leave to enter the world of work .nd s 'al ac-
tivity, or preparatory,at each stage for thOse who aspire to further
education. This view of multiple levels is intended "to contravene the
typicar system whereby many successive levels of education are for-
mally available, but each with its own objectives and terminus and
each with little or no relationship or interface with surrounding lev-
els. Thus, the concept of "cycle of study" is not meant to invoke a
total scheme encompassing independent programs and serving dis-
crete polittlations; rather, it is, to be conceived as an educational
umbrella for both children and adults that gives them access to edit-
cation at any level for which the,!, are qualified and have determined

need.

This proposal by a UNESCO task group for adopting a view gra
basic cycle of study lies at the base of an emerging concept of life-
long learning. The image of a orcle is one that generates an attitude
toward -learning which spans the entire interval between the cradle
and the grave and then repOats: it is an int'ergenerational ideal., en-
compassing all ages.

Thus, at the outset, we must declare as invalid any usage of the
term "lifelong' learning" as a synonym for adult education:
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we by no means identify lifelong education, with adult edu-
cation as, to our regret, is so often' done. Why, after all, invent a
new name for something already well designated'and identified
by the term in use? Why add yet another^term, albeit with dif-
ferent shades of meaning, to the already lengthy list of expres-
siong such as popular education or culture, mass education,
community, development, basic educa n, and so on. There is
enough confusion 'already.

(Lengrand, 1975).

Adu(t education is unimpaired, howevg: it simply becomes a part of
a later conceptual frame, together with other aspects of organized
educa

What we n by lifelong education is a series of Vtry specific
ideas, experiments, and achleerrients, in other words, education
in ,the full sense of the word, including as its aspects and dimen-
sions, its uninterrupted development from the first moments of
life to the very last, and the very close, organic interrelationship
between the various point's and successive phases in its develop-
ment.

'(Lengrand, ibidem.1

This broad inclusion of all aspects of organized and institutional
educational endeavors is further broadened by also enveloping all of
the informal modes of education. John Gardner speaks to this view
of education which goes beyond 2my formal system by asserting that
the ultimate educational goal is to shift the, responsibility for the
pursuit of learning to the individual. He notes that we have "an odd
-conviction that education is what goes on in school buildings and
nowhere else. Not only does education continue ,when schooling
ends . it in fact incorporates the world and life itself."'(Gardner,

i*,1963:)

Another UNESCO working paper, "The.Content of Education in
the Context of Life-Long Education," develops this ideal ait ler th. It
is worth quoting the whole of its argument:

The .concept of life-long education has its origins in th !s-

tain past, and features in the works of a large number, of A-
ophers and educators, but in its recent form it stems from the

ctice of adult education and from the ideas to which this has
iven rise; it is therefore bound up with the desire to meet, the iI

growing demand for education which is characteristic or our age
and with a movement in favour of democratizatiorPwhich entails
of only general access to education but also equality of oppor-

tunity, to he achieved `through education which is adapted tothe
aspirations, the characteristics, and the needs of the different
age groups and the various socio-economic and occupational
categories. The "life-long education" approach is also associated
with the fact, which has already been referred to, that as school
,systems, for obvious reasons of finance,'cannot meet the whole
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of the demand for education', it is essential to deplo' all the
educational resources of'societs to this end,

Added to this is the fact,,flistl, that m a soviets dominated b
thee abundance, and, tariety of «immunication media and Ines-.
sages, itis- plain that knottledge. tallies, attitudes and skills are
mtreasinglv being acquired and moulded outside school Sec-ondly, just as educatioh knot mediated sold% IA the s holasth
institution, it k also not lestinted in tune to the pet toed of full-
time- schooling )lout, on the «mina' e\tends oefthe entire
span of human life and is thus, in temporal lei nisi `continuing
process as hell as being ill social and spatial telms, global pfoe-
ess

The increase in the sold is of 1.11(M led,$,4e and the increasingl
rapid obsolescence of tt hat h lem tit make it impossible to Testi net
learning to the period of sc hooting, and compel the incht idual

,to supplement and «met\ his knimledge thioughout his life,
both as tegaids genet al education and ac t egards .p1ofessional
qualifications 'I his implieS a far-leaching change in the goals
and modalities of the educational picxess; education ceases to be
identified pith, a pat ti< tilar pet iod of life %%Inch (MIN s hum sub-
sequent phases, and is no !craw} et en regarded as a piepaiatiot
for life- education and life are mtimatek found up tith 'one
another

(4'9 Ind 4'10, I.SCO, "\V( i king 'Paper . 1975)
We sec the concept of lifelong le, ling t king for ftont these

setchil contributions It betomes e'en lent %%hen rte e\amine the
stnninat epat ed IA R H 1)ac e ( I()73) mil he des eloped on the
basis of e anntqug e tant litei atm e On lifelong tem iiing om a
multitude of sources, Date tiac,es 0)617 common themes uhich cu-
mulate sigmhcantlt enough thioug,b,,the literature to represent con-
sensus.

. -

le, lung does not start at the begiiming of folinal ischooling
and IN VII totttpleted finish, but is a lifelong in clicy,
I ifilong learning is not lestinitd to Mid Bing education, re-
c en( pdlic.,.atstotc, of adult ethic anon It encompasses all
forms of oigani/ed education
lifelodg learning include's both for mar and info' mat educa-
tional models, hoth planned leaning and i OM( 'dental hymning,
!he home pia% s a dec isite but elnciN pats staining and con-
tinuing the ,plocess of lifelong heal ning.
The «rammint\ also has an important tole in lifelong learning'
lion] the moment %then the Child and the tortunu *it to
influent car h tithe'
tducational nstuutions such as schools, the ipmeism and
other editcanonal (civets ale natter alb of weat impoitame
for lifelong learning, but milt as 'ones, part of the factois that

- influence
In (outlast"' to the !oink of education that lead to a s election
of an elite. lifelong leaining, en«anpass,cs all categol ies and
fewest:fits a demo( tan/anon of education



Lifelong learning is characterized by flexibility and an ablin-
dancc of content, study materials, study techniques, and learn-,
ing occasions. .

f

Lifelong learning should be included in eVeryliage of a per-.

son's fife, so that maturity and a feeling of self-realization is
achieved ,for this stage and so that the individual prepares for
the next stage in order to improve the quality of his personal, 1.

9- social, and professional life.
Lifelont learning should 'function as an effective .rool for
change. It should lead to an improvement of the conditions of
life and the quality of life and should stimulate the individual
'into an active commitment and participation. .

The implications of the term "quality of life" depends on he
society's system of -values It depends among other thir s on
the political system, social traditions, economic conditio s, and
the general feeling of what a "good life" represents. The tilti-
'irate goal for lifelongefong learning to uphold and improve the
quality of life. ,

.

We are indebted to R.N. Dave for drawing together the various
threads which have been running throughout- our. aisalysis of the
implications of lifelong learning. We began by examining view of
the cycle of education; we can now see that the means for relating this
cycle to the world at large is to place it within that world rather than
segregating it as a "non-worldly-','-institutionaliied experience. We are

- called upon to relate school utout-of-school and community experi-
ences, to establish a two-way relationship between education and so-
_ciety, and to root this relationship deeply within the social, cultur51,

and physical environment of the individual, "child and adult,
throughout all of the, stages of the !despair
. The, main and overriding aims of this concept is to enable each
persogLto "take charge" of his or hj'r life. Our objectives_ thus in-

, dude the development of individual potential, social participation.
citizenship, and ,an investment in continued lifelong educational
undertakings. The achievement of 'these objectives should underlie

-any scheme for theimplementation of a concept of lifelong leatning.
The implications for any such implementation are, of course, pro-

.
found: _

.. it should be noted in this conpection that-the philosophy of
education which is here offered as a framework for the discus-
sion necessarily implies a renovation of the structures of educa-
tion 4systemsand this is something which UNESCO is endeav-
oring to promote. Indeed, in order to -satisfy the demand for

.ter, education made by the various groups (in society), it is necessary
to set up and assemble complete, flexible, and diversified educa-
tional structures which' mobilize all the formal and informal
educational resources "of the community and together form a
coherent system affording contivuity both vertically and horizon-

, tally:
(UNESCO "Working Paper ..." 1975)
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The UNESCO position points the way toward alearning society
wherein all of the areas of educational organization and activity are
coordinated, interactive, and open. They are permeable and linked
to life itself.

The principle that education, in John Gardner's words, is ."the
world and life itself" is a noble one, more easily acknowledged than
applied. It may well be virtually impossible to implement in the face
of established.educational organizations as they now exist.

The one sector most susceptible to change, it 'would seem, is edu-
cation ifor adults. This vague domain has not yet become as rigidly
organized or heavily institutionalized as have other sectors. It is in
grave danger of becoming sa. However, we still have an opportunity
to' develop policies for adult education which will be deliberately
transitional,, opening the way toward lift/king learning.

This n intriguing notion. We could "rear-load" the present' fr t o d system ,with a new concept for lifelong learning uponwhic e could base present and future planning for adult 'educa-
tion. If this movement; were to gather strength' and constituents it
might be able -to tip the balance toward a need for rethinking and
perhaps even remodeling, if not reconstruction, of the present edu-
cational edifice.

The argument crimes down to ,this, then: adult education, because
of its_very lactof consolidation and definiteness, offers us an ideal
opportunity to transform it into a means to a further end,. that of
*long learning. It is a beguiling prospect, if we can divest ourselves
Of our current preoccupation with "professionalizing" the education
of al:11,14i in, order to legitimate this endeavor as a "field."

The real educational innovations of our time haveieen in-
troduced in this field of adult education. It was here that group,_work repliced the exclusive use of formal lectures, lessons, and-
exercises. Adult- education, except where it is only a svISsti(ute
for and a complement to school education, shuns thei idea of
marks, positions, punishments and rewards and all that clutterfrom a bygone age which our schools still harbour. Education
sMws through here in its true light as a process of exchange
and dialogue in which each participates and. contributes accord-ing to what'he is and to his specific acquirements and talents,

, not according to set patterns..There is no selection, which is a'brutal and wasteful process, nor are there any examinations and
certificates which distort the teaching process and impair the,, normal development of the personality' through fear offailure .. a word, adult education, at least wherever it is y-en, its head and-daes not have alien patterns imposed .on_
professional, political; or partisan reasons, isiducation,4
dom,fot freedom, and by freedom.

( Len gra nii,f`i 975)
tan we not give some thought, to this exhort Lion? \. ,

,
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Appendix: The State of the Art

^lb

'This section outlines an overview of adult learning as it is ex-
pressed by the writers whose studies halve been examined. This ab-
stract' was developed from the descriptions of cut rent practices by
Roger De Crow, Stanley Moses, Kurland and Coolly, and Din id Ma-
thieson, together with other relkant infot Illation from the entire set
of documents.

Program Domains (definitions .u)d desciiptions of areas of Auk ethic anon)
A Basic and. Sccondal %

I Adult Basic Education attempts to support acluseinent of functional liter&
pimiai s [awet on those suits less than glade' I attainment

2 'Mosement tow atd mograms Lased upon cueing needs of (lady life
R Occupational And 'ocational Flaming

I Bs far the most e\tensise. both in poimilation seised and in sat lets of sees -4
411%.ices

2 Employers m communits tend to fulfil 11(1W .111(1 1%111610ln ;11.1(11)11Sipps %Rh
Ot -let II training. wade %,(hools, and (oI ational programs both at sec molar y

and postsecolSdaey lesels
C Higher Adult Edircatum

I Uniseisits extension, esening colleges. and communits colleges use-custom-
ary criterion of appropriateness serous and sustained learning with appro-
priately required faculty 01 sersnes of higher education.

2 May be either degree or nondegree rt orie-matiou. usii,111% approached by
adults on pait-time

I) Gown nog Education for Prot.essions and Management
-I I vent of 101 mai [emu! einem., fol «gloating professional certill anons

ad to both Core and Pet iphers prugr,uu mplemntanob
2 Growth of State alj.ot ptofesional assoc iamb's control and accreditation

E Labor Education
' 1 No,countopart education of working classes as in Great Britain or

Sc and

9 American trade mauls "Sponsm and pros ide prograins focused on leader-
ship training Worker access to eltuation subject of contract negotiation

F Community and Social Amon
I Educational undertakings oriented around issues or personal pursuits
2 "Pend to be ad hot Informal, disc montious
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II. Major Priividers (ranked in or er of magnitude of estimated users)

. A. Mass Media
I Foremost both in role as formal educational tool and as unintentonal agent
jr socialization.
2. Lack of definitive and broad evaluative studies .of impact, effectiveness

B. Employers and Work Settings
I. Military. most sophisticated educational delivery system in the country, with

supporting research and development unknown/unused elsewhere

'Th22 Major industries and corporations conduci programs as a function of 4m-
ployment, includes on-the-job-training and formal programs, using in-house

personhel as teachers and trainers ,

3. Although data is unreliable, best guess estimates indicate that of 600 largest

corporations, 61 to 88 percent offer educational programs
C. Proprietary Schools

I Both onsite and cot respondence techniques, highly developed over
tory, provides occupational and personal development tra ing

2 %Best estimates indicate this sector's full-time equiva nt enrollment (FTE)

it 1 may total more than the number of public and 'pr ate secondary and post-

secondary adult students
I) Higher Education

I. Traditional formal role as educator for adults in d gree programs
2 Trend of opening up facilities andservices to coma intty needs

E Cooperative and Extension Services
I. Historically allied and deselope4 from land-grant mstnytions and- U S keg.-

-pa ani ent_of. Agriculture
2 Base in «immunities and populations ser,...91, program planning works from

grass roots up svit'h wide citizen partropatron m operations
3 rod.IN in urban Ind suburban locales as well as rural. no longer exclusively,

4-H and agricultural'homernaker oriented
4 Ability to mobiliz massise voluntary efforts_with minimum full-tinie staffs

F Schools
I Some direct a«SSS programs using s(Wool sites. either conducted b) school

or g.inication and personnel or used by other providers

2 I rend for use as ((immunity resource center, including programs for elderly

and retired
0. 3 Often oyerlooked 4s adult contact with school sicarmusly through children

G. Other Agelricies as Providers of Adult Learning Experiences
I Community set %ices, including libraries. museums, park and recreation Ten-

,
ters
Churches and religious organizations are deeply involved in community
sere ices and atm/tprograms. trends mdude development as co unity

(enters(enters with range from clinld care to elderly care, most with e al

components-
3 Specialized Fusiliers include health and welfare...Tenors, Arnericah (sed

ross. YW( A and YMCA. philanthropic agencies, associations for the !der-
Iv, and fraternal or interest-oriented groups such as Rotary and the Ii

4 American life is ravened by voluntary assocra parti clubs.

and special' interest groups. most turn c9 educational pursuits

III `The I earning Force
A Cole and Per rpher v

I Cole of primars, secondary, and postsecondary formal educational under-
takings which limit access tothose with prior Core-gained credentia'ls,..basics-

pitman - secondary leyel is compulsory HI this country to age 16, and public

se( for 1erS1011 IS free



2 Periphery of formal institutional educational delivery systems, including
public, private, and proprietary, no yordination, multiple aims, programs,
objectives, client pools, with ace asailable to most manila pill)t credentials
but many programs are costly.

3 Considered together, Core and Periphery population incoRement exceeds
those in the labor force, thus, education is one of the central industries of
society today
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